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This paper proposes a method of end milling of cycloidal gears using a five-axis computer
analytical control (CNC) machine tool. Firstly, the basic principle of the five-axis end milling of
cycloidal gears is introduced. The cutting characteristics of the ball-end and the flat-end cutters
are analyzed. Secondly, the path planning method of the five-axis end milling of cycloidal gears
is researched. A curvature matching method is used to check for local over-cut interference
and a minimum distance method is used to check for global collision interference. These two
interferences are avoided by calculating the feasible range of cutter orientations and adjusting
the dips of cutter shafts. Tests of end milling of cycloidal gears are carried out using a ball-end
cutter and a flat-end cutter, respectively. Finally, full tooth profile accuracy measurements
are undertaken with an image-measuring instrument to assess the quality of cycloidal gears
processed in this way. This study provides a theoretical basis for the improvement of the tooth
profile accuracy and surface quality of cycloidal gears.
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1. Introduction

At present, cycloidal grinding machines are most commonly used for fine
machining the tooth surfaces of cycloidal gears. Because the actual tooth profile
of the cycloidal gear is usually very small, and the contour evolution typically
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possesses the characteristics of a planetary transmission, it is hard to guarantee
the tooth profile accuracy and the surface quality of the processed cycloidal gear.
This, in turn, affects the transmission accuracy and the stability and service life
of the cycloidal pinwheel speed reducer [1, 2]. To tackle this problem, this paper
proposed a method of end milling of cycloidal gears using the five-axis CNC
machine tool. Five-axis end milling refers to a machining method for processing
cycloidal gears on a five-axis CNC machine tool by controlling the inclination
of the cutter shaft and by making the outer circular arc of the cutting edge the
main cutting edge.

Efficient and precise machining of gears has become a priority issue for re-
search in the gear studies. Zhou et al. [3] proposed an error compensation
method for the problem that the relative position and orientation deviation of
the grinding wheel and the workpiece affect the machining accuracy of five-axis
CNC tooth profile grinding, and verified the effectiveness of the method through
tests. Zhang et al. [4] solved the problem of interference between the conical
grinding tool and non-grinding flanks by using a conical grinding tool to replace
the blade on the face-hobbing cutter head, and realized the fine grinding of
hypoid gears. Özel [5] studied the CNC milling of spur gears on a vertical ma-
chining center, and the geometric manufacturing accuracy of the gear was also
discussed. Bo et al. [6] proposed a new method of double-flank milling for face
gear machining, which uses the shape of the milling tool as a free parameter to
achieve efficient machining of face gears. Compared with the grinding process,
the CNC machining process has high manufacturing flexibility and low produc-
tion costs. However, when multi-axis CNC machine tools are used to machine
complex surfaces, the rationality of the tool path planning can directly affect
the processing efficiency and quality of the parts.

A lot of research has been devoted to the proper planning of the tool path.
Lu and Wang [7] considered the effects of geometric deviations and tangential
constraints on machining quality and proposed a smoothing method for flank
milling tool path planning. Wu et al. [8] proposed an analytical model of effective
cutting shape for the flat-end cutter, which is suitable for computing machining
strip width. Tang [9] summarized the methods to solve the collision detection
and avoidance problems in five-axis NC machining, and made a comparative
analysis of their advantages and disadvantages. This then provided a means
of studying ways of checking and avoiding interference. Li et al. [10] proposed
a tracking-based numerical algorithm for the five-axis machining of the conical
ball-end cutter, which reduces the computing time and improves the machining
accuracy. Bajić et al. [11] studied the effects of cutting speed, feed per tooth,
and depth of cut on surface roughness, cutter wear and cutting force based on
off-line processing control methods. Sun et al. [12] proposed a method based
on planar development to generate an offset path parallel to the machining
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contour. Zou [13] proposed a novel method to generate a tool path based on 3D
scanning techniques. The method transforms the tool path generation problem
into a thermal diffusion problem with a robust and efficient algorithm. Wu
et al. [14] has used adjustment of the angle between the cutter and the workpiece
based on the cutter shaft vector to avoid interference. Wang et al. [15] used
a spatial three-dimensional coordinate system transformation principle to check
interference, thereby adjusting the cutter position to avoid the occurrence of
interference. Liu et al. [16] established the constraint relationship between tool
axis vector and cutting force and machine tool kinematics, and obtained the
feasible domain range of flank milling tool track with smooth cutting force.

Accuracy measurement for gears primarily involves special point measure-
ments and full tooth profile measurements. Special point measurements, such as
top root distance measurement and common normal line measurement can re-
flect the machining accuracy of a gear tooth profile to some extent but can con-
tain significant errors. It can only assess the machining accuracy of the local
tooth profile. Full tooth profile measurement encompasses both the shape of
the gear tooth profile itself and the dimensional accuracy of the gear in all
surrounding directions. This means it can more comprehensively reflect the pro-
cessing precision of cycloidal gears. Sato et al. [17] proposed calibration and
uncertainty evaluation methods for the single pitch deviation of gears measured
using CMMs. Shi and Kang [18] and Shi et al. [19] proposed a concept of
‘overall error’ for gear pairs and studied the presence of an overall error in gear
pairs that includes determining the tooth profile within the overall error mea-
surement. Ling et al. [20] analyzed the influence of probe diameter and the
parameters of the positions where measurements are made when assessing gear
pitch deviation and has suggested an error compensation method to assist in the
conduct of such measurements. Xu et al. [21] presented surface-profiling-based
gear pitch deviation measurement for an involute spur gear. Additionally, Wang
et al. [22] proposed a new approach to obtaining a pitch deviation evaluation
index by using statistical analysis of the tooth profile deviation curve for all
gears.

In summary, a lot of useful work has been carried out by researchers to solve
the problem of tool interference during five-axis cutting. The key to tool path
planning during five-axis CNC machining is the discrimination and avoidance
of cutter interference. At present, the methods available for assessing cutter
interference include direct distance methods and curvature matching methods.
The main ways of avoiding such interferences are selecting an appropriate cutter
size, adjusting the cutter attitude, or moving the cutter’s position. However,
the amount of research on the five-axis machining of cycloid gear is relatively
small, especially in the five-axis end-milling cycloidal gear process and tool path
planning.
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In this paper, a method of tool path planning for end milling cycloid gears
using five-axis CNC machine tools is proposed. We compare the curvature of
a cutter’s scanning surface and the cycloidal gear tooth profile to check whether
local over-cut interference is occurring. By calculating the distance from the
tooth profile of the cycloidal gear to the cutter shaft, it can be checked whether
global interference is occurring. Interference can then be avoided by adjusting
the dips of cutter shafts. To further assist in processing cycloidal gears, we also
propose an approach to obtain full tooth profile accuracy measurements by using
image-measuring instruments. Our contributions can be summarized as follows:

1) The end milling of cycloid gears is proposed, which can realize flexible
machining of the gear.

2) The tool path planning method for cycloid gear machining is proposed,
which can directly identify the interference problem in cycloid gear end
milling.

3) The fabricated gear is measured and evaluated with image measuring
equipment that provides a way to measure this type of gear.

2. The principles of cycloidal gear five-axis end milling

According to the different main cutting edges used by the cutters, milling
can be divided into flank milling and end milling. Flank milling is performed by
the side edge of the cutter. As shown in Fig. 1a, this method results in uneven
stress across the various parts of the cutter, which can lead to cutter deformation,
large amounts of vibration and low machining quality. End milling is performed
using the outer arc cutting edge of the cutter as the main cutting edge. Milling
cutters are primarily subjected to axial force during end milling, so the radial
deformation and radial runout are very small. Therefore, the fine machining of
the tooth surface of the cycloidal gears is performed by end milling on a five-axis
CNC machine. The basic principles of the machining are shown in Fig. 1b. It can
be seen that, for the end milling of the cycloidal gear in this case, the cutter is
inclined at an angle with respect to the end surface of the cycloidal gear, with
the cutter reciprocating linearly along the tooth profile of the cycloidal gear

a) b)

Fig. 1. Principle of flank milling and end milling: a) flank milling, b) end milling.
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while rotating at high speed. The cycloid profile is cut by the outer arc cutting
edge of the cutter to form a tool path similar to a line cutting process. This
method can overcome the problems of large axial deformation during slotting,
and large radial deformation during flank milling. Thus, it is generally beneficial
for machining precision and the surface quality of the cycloidal gear.

When machining complex surfaces on CNC machines, the most commonly
used cutters are ball-end cutters and flat-bottom cutters. As shown in Fig. 2a,
when a complex curved surface is processed by a ball-end cutter, the blade edge
is distributed across the spherical surface and the line cutting speed at each
point on the spherical surface is linear to its distance from the cutter shaft. This
leads to a differential distribution of power to the point during the removal of
material. By contrast, flat-end cutters have a simple structure, with the working
part of the cutting edge being the outer circumference of the end face. As shown
in Fig. 2b, the cutting speed is constant and able to operate at its maximum
at each cutting edge, ensuring a generally effective dynamic performance. In
addition, in terms of the residual amount left on the surface of the workpiece
after processing, there is much less left by a flat-end cutter (i.e., a smaller residual
height h) than by a ball-end cutter, taking all other parameters such as cutter
size and path length L to be the same, as shown in Fig. 3. But the obvious

a) b)

Fig. 2. Line cutting speed: a) ball-end cutter, b) flat-end cutter.

a) b)

Fig. 3. Residual amount after processing: a) ball-end cutter, b) flat-end cutter.
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disadvantage is that the cutter wear is severe when machining with a flat-end
cutter. This will affect the cutting accuracy and surface quality. In summary,
there are advantages and disadvantages to both cutters. In order to assess the
machining quality, tests of end milling of cycloidal gears are carried out using
a ball-end cutter and a flat-end cutter, respectively.

3. Tool path planning for five-axis end milling
of cycloidal gears

Tool path planning is the process of arriving at a reasonable distribution
of cutting points across a surface to be machined and setting the correspond-
ing cutter shaft vectors. Before machining the cycloid tooth surface with end
milling cutter, it is necessary to plan the tool path and calculate the feasible
domain of the tool axis vector without interference. In this paper, the flat-end
cutter is taken as the research object in the following discussions.

3.1. Curvature analysis of cycloid profile

The theoretical contour equation for a cycloidal gear can be explained as:

(3.1)

{
x = [rp − rrps−1/2] cos

[
(1− iH)φ

]
− [a−K1rrps

−1/2] cos iHφ,

y = [rp − rrps−1/2] sin
[
(1− iH)φ

]
+ [a−K1rrps

−1/2] sin iHφ,

where rp is the center circle radius of the pin tooth, rrp is the pin tooth radius,
φ is the rotation angle of the arm relative to the center vector of a pin, a is
the eccentricity, and iH is the relative gear ratio of the cycloidal gear and the
corresponding pin wheel iH = zp/zc. zp represents the number of needle wheel
teeth, zc represents the number of cycloidal gear teeth, and K1 represents the
short amplitude coefficient where K1 = az p/rp and s = 1 +K2

1 − 2K1 cosφ.
According to the Frenet formula, the expression k0 of the theoretical tooth

profile of a cycloidal gear can be calculated as follows:

(3.2) k0 =
K1(zp + 1) cosφ− (1 + zpK

2
1 )

rp(1 +K2
1 − 2K1 cosφ)3/2

.

As the actual tooth profile of a cycloidal gear is equidistant to the inner curve
of the short outer cycloid, the actual tooth profile curvature k of a cycloidal
gear is

(3.3) k =
k0

1 + k0rrp
.

The maximum curvature of the cycloid profile is highly dependent on the
interference of the cutter, so it is important to analyze this curvature.
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At the surface of the concave tooth profile of the cycloidal gear, the maximum
value of the curvature k will be

(3.4) kmax =
zpK1 − 1

(1−K1)2rp + (zpK1 − 1)rrp
,

1

zp
< K1 < 1.

At the surface of the convex tooth profile of the cycloidal gear, the maximum
value of the curvature k will be
(3.5)
|kmax| =

(1 + zp)
3/2

rp
√

27(1−K2
1 )(zp − 1) + rrp(1 + zp)3/2

for
zp − 2

2zp − 1
< K1 < 1,

|kmax| =
1 + zpK1

(1 +K1)2rp + (1 + zpK1)rrp
for K1 ≤

zp − 2

2zp − 1
.

3.2. Calculation of the normal curvature of the cutter

3.2.1. The local coordinate system for end milling. As shown in Fig. 4, the
coordinate system ΣO(O, x, y, z) is the workpiece coordinate system for cycloidal
gears, with O being the cycloidal gear center. ΣC(C, xC , yC , zC) is the local
coordinate system for the cutter contact point C, where C is the coordinate
origin, and yC is the normal vector in the direction of C on the surface contour,
which is parallel to the y-axis. zC is the tangent to the direction of the cutter
contact trajectory and is parallel to the z-axis, i.e., the tangential direction of
the feed during flat-end cutter machining. xC is determined by yC and zC and
is parallel to the x-axis according to the right-hand rule. The coordinate system
ΣT (T, xT , yT , zT ) is the fixed-cutter coordinate system, in which the cutter core

Fig. 4. End milling local coordinate system.
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T is the coordinate origin, yT is the cutter shaft direction, zT passes through
the cutter contact point, and xT is determined by yT and zT according to the
right-hand rule. The coordinate system ΣT is rotated by r in the direction zT ,
then rotated by the angle ω clockwise around xC , then rotated by the angle λ
clockwise around yC to obtain the local coordinate system ΣC , where ω is the
front dip, ω ∈ [0, π/2], λ is the lateral dip, and λ ∈ [−π/2, π/2].

Assuming that the cutter radius is r and the coordinate of the cutter cen-
ter T under the coordinate system ΣC is (xT , yT , zT ), the coordinate vector for
the cutter contact point C according to the workpiece coordinate system ΣO
will be rC = [xC , yC , zC , 1]T. The vector rT = [0, 0, 0, 1]T is used to represent
the coordinate vector of the cutter center T in the fixed-cutter coordinate sys-
tem ΣT . Using a coordinate transformation, the coordinates of the cutter center
T according to the coordinate system ΣO can be expressed as:

(3.6) OT = MOT rT = MCTMOCrT =


r sinλ cosω + xC

−r sinω + yC

r cosλ cosω + zC

1

,
where MOT represents the coordinate transformation matrix for transforming
from ΣT to ΣO, and MCT and MOC represent the coordinate transformation
matrices for transforming from ΣT to ΣC and from ΣC to ΣO, respectively.
Their expressions are:

MCT =


cosλ sinω sinλ cosω sinλ r cosω sinλ

0 cosω − sinω −r sinω

− sinλ sinω cosλ cosω cosλ r cosω cosλ

0 0 0 1

,

MOC =


1 0 0 xC

0 1 0 yC

0 0 1 zC

0 0 0 1

.
In the coordinate system ΣT , the unit vector of the cutter shaft can be

expressed as yT = [0, 1, 0, 0]T and this can be converted to the coordinate sys-
tem ΣO. In that case, the following expression will be obtained:

(3.7) KT = MOTyT =


sinλ sinω

cosω

cosλ sinω

0

.
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If b is used to represent the variable parameter of the length of the cutter
shaft, the radial value of the cutter shaft can be expressed as:

(3.8) Rb = OT + bKT .

3.2.2. Normal curvature. The radial vector of the end face of the flat-end
cutter in the coordinate system ΣT can be expressed as:

(3.9) RT =


r sin θ

0
r cos θ

1

.
Using a coordinate transformation, the radial direction of the cutting edge

of the flat-end cutter in the workpiece coordinate system ΣO will be

(3.10) R = MOT rT =


r sinλ cosω(1 + cos θ) + r cosλ sin θ

−r sinω(1 + cos θ)

r cosλ cosω(1 + cos θ)− r sinλ sin θ

1

+ rC .

The curved scanning surface V of the cutting edge of the flat-end cutter can
be expressed as:

(3.11) V(t, θ)=[r sinλ cosω(cos θ+1)+r cosλ sin θ]x+[−r sinω(cos θ+1)]y

+ [r cosλ cosω(cos θ + 1)− r sinλ sin θ] z + rC .

The second-order partial derivative of Eq. (3.11) gives:

Vtt(t, θ) |θ=π = rctt,

Vtθ(t, θ) |θ=π = −(x)t r cosλ+ λt sinλx+ (z)t r sinλ+ λt cosλz,

Vθθ(t, θ) |θ=π = r sinλ cosωx− r sinωy + r cosλ cosωz.

If we let S(u, v) denote the cycloidal gear tooth profile surface, the following
expression can be obtained by differential geometry:

n = Su × Sv,

rct =
∂S

∂u
ut +

∂S

∂v
vt,

rctt =
∂2S

∂u2
u2
t +

∂2S

∂v∂v
utvt +

∂2S

∂v2
v2
t +

∂S

∂u
utt +

∂S

∂v
vtt.
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According to [23], the normal curvature of the tooth profile surface can be
expressed as:

(3.12) k1 =
n · rctt
rctt · rct

.

In Fig. 5, C−xCzC indicates the cutting plane of the cutter scanning surface,
and α and β express, respectively, the angle between the cutting direction zC
at the cutter contact point C and any direction zα in the cutter scanning plane
and the main direction tmin of the minimum curvature of the cycloidal gear tooth
profile. Thus, any direction in the scanning plane of the flat-end cutter can be
expressed as:

(3.13) zα = zC cosα+ xC sinα.

Fig. 5. Direction of the cutting plane.

The normal curvature kα in the direction of the scanning plane of the cutting
edge of the flat-end cutter zα can be determined based on Eqs. (3.11) and (3.12),
and they have:

(3.14) kα =
sin2 α

cos2 λ

(
sinω

r
− k1

)
+ k1 −

2 cos(α− λ) sinα

cosλ
(kmax − kmin) sin 2β,

where at the cutter’s point of contact, the maximum and minimum curvatures
of the cycloidal gear tooth profile are kmax and kmin, respectively.

3.3. Interference discrimination and avoidance

The flat-end milling interference of cycloid gears can be divided into two
types: global collision interference and local overcutting interference. Global
collision interference refers to the collision of the cutter handle or cutter holding
device with the workpiece during machining (see Fig. 6), which can be avoided
by adjusting the cutter attitude. Local over-cut interference refers to excessive
removal of the workpiece material by the cutter (see Fig. 7). There are three
ways of avoiding this: by moving the cutter shaft, using a smaller cutter, or
adjusting the cutter attitude.
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Fig. 6. Global collision interference.

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Fig. 7. Local over-cut interference.

3.3.1. Global collision interference discrimination and avoidance. As shown
in Fig. 8, d is the distance from point P on the tooth profile surface to the cutter
shaft l(b). And it can be expressed as:

(3.15) dp,l(b) = |P×Kt| ,

where P is the vector from point P on the contour surface to the center point
T of the flat-end cutter, and Kt is the unit vector of the cutter shaft.

Fig. 8. Discrimination of global collision interference.

If the distance is smaller than the cutter radius, there will be a collision, and
if it is larger, there will not. The minimum distance from point P to the axis
l(b) can be expressed as:

(3.16) dmin = min
{
dpi,l(b) |i = 1, 2, ..., n

}
< r.
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The tooth profile can be dissected into n points. Once the minimum distance
from any point to the cutter shaft is less than the radius of the flat-end cutter,
collision interference will occur. Thus, the likelihood of global collision interfer-
ence can be calculated by Eqs. (3.15) and (3.16). If global collision interference
occurs, the front dip ω and the lateral dip λ of the cutter can be adjusted by
rotating the cutter shaft so that the distance from each point on the cycloidal
gear to the cutter shaft is larger than the radius of the flat-end cutter, thereby
eliminating the possibility of global collision interference.

3.3.2. Local over-cut interference discrimination and avoidance. In the zα
direction of the cutting edge of the flat-end cutter, when the cutting curvature
kα of the cutting surface is smaller than the curvature kmax of the curved surface,
local over-cut interference will occur. The profile of a cycloidal gear is a curved
surface so the minimum curvature of the surface at the cutter contact point is
Kmin = 0. Drawing upon Eqs. (3.3) and (3.14), the likelihood of local over-cut
interference is as follows:

(3.17) f(sinλ, tanω) =
sinω

r
(1 + tan2 λ)− kmax(tanλ sinβ + cosβ)2 < 0.

According to Eq. (3.17), when the tool radius is constant, the local over-cut
interference is related to ω and λ. In other words, local over-cut interference can
be avoided by selecting a suitable cutter size and adjusting the front dip ω and
the lateral dip λ of the cutter.

It is worth noting that since the curvature of the convex surface of a cycloidal
gear is negative, for this part of the profile, Eq. (3.17) will not hold. In other
words, there is no local over-cut interference on the convex curved surface of
a cycloidal gear, so local over-cut interference only needs to be considered for
the concave surface.

4. Five-axis end milling of cycloidal gears

In this section, a five-axis Vertical Machining Center DMU 40 Monoblock was
used in the end milling of the cycloidal gear tooth surface. The gear material was
20CrMnTi, which was quenched after rough machining. The basic parameters of
the cycloidal gear were: the number of teeth zc = 43; eccentricity a = 1.4 mm;
needle tooth radius rrp = 4 mm; pin center circle radius rp = 72.5 mm; and
a short amplitude coefficient of K1 = 0.85. Using Eq. (4), the radius of the
curvature of the concave tooth profile was calculated to be about 4.04 mm and
the radius of the curvature of the convex tooth profile was |ρ| ≈ 2.5 mm. On the
basis of these calculations, a flat-end cutter with a radius of 2 mm was selected
for end milling the cycloidal tooth surface.
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The cutter movement is safe when the cutter shaft is adjusted so that neither
local over-cut interference nor global collision interference will occur. Drawing
upon Eqs. (3.16) and (3.17), MATLAB software was used to draw a feasible
operational fields for the cutter where there was no risk of global collision inter-
ference and local over-cut interference. The intersection of these fields, where no
risk of either kind of interference existed, is shown in Fig. 9. The corresponding
values of the front dip ω of points A, B, and C in Fig. 9 are 28◦, 60.19◦, and
24.07◦, respectively. The corresponding values of the lateral dip λ of points A, B,
and C in Fig. 9 are −8◦, −33.75◦, −19.49◦, respectively. It can be seen that the
range within which there would not be any interference was: λ = [−33.75◦,−8◦]
and ω = [24.07◦, 60.19◦]. Figure 10 is a process diagram for the five-axis end
milling of a cycloidal gear. Figure 11 shows a processed cycloidal gear.

Optimized feasible
of interference-free cutter 

orientation

ω : 60.19
 λ: –33.75

ω : 24.07
 λ : –19.49

ω : 28
 λ : –8

Front dip ω [°]

La
te

ra
l d

ip
 λ

 [°
]

Fig. 9. The interference-free cutter attitude region.

Fig. 10. End milling process of cycloidal gears.

Fig. 11. A cycloidal gear after fine machining.
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5. Full tooth profile accuracy measurement of cycloidal gears

Full tooth profile measurement of cycloid gears can help to ensure that the
precision of their processing is maintained. For this study, a Hexagon Optiv
Performance 442 image-measuring instrument was used to measure the full pro-
file accuracy of the processed cycloidal gear. The device mainly consists of four
segments, probe, LED, camera device and computer, as shown in Fig. 12. Specif-
ically, the measurement process is divided into four parts as follows:
Step 1. The fabricated cycloidal gear is wiped with alcohol and then placed on

the image-measuring machine table.
Step 2. In the measurement system, the CAD drawing file corresponding to the

part to be measured is called the measurement reference.
Step 3. Determining the center of the fabricated cycloidal gear using the three-

point measurement method as a reference, combined with a camera de-
vice to obtain the actual geometric parameters of the part.

Step 4. The theoretical and actual profile of the gear is compared to obtain the
error distribution of its full tooth profile.

Fig. 12. Full tooth profile measurement process for cycloidal gears.

Deciding an initial measurement point on the cycloidal profile and select-
ing each subsequent sampling point on the contour are essential. If these are
not properly selected, there will be errors in the detected results. As shown in
Fig. 13, the diameter of the central circle of a cycloidal gear will pass through
a tooth root at point A and a tooth top at point B. The center O of the circle
can be found using the probe of the image-measuring instrument. A measure-
ment coordinate system can be established by setting a point as the origin. The
measuring instrument probe can take point A as the measurement starting point
and its software will then automatically scan the points on the tooth profile to
obtain the measurement data. For the convenience of observation, Fig. 13 also
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Fig. 13. Determining the starting point and sampling points for measurement.

shows a partially enlarged view of a tooth sampling point. For the entire gear,
the instrument sampled a total of 5160 points.

Figure 14 shows the measurement results, indicating the accuracy of the full
tooth profile. It shows the actual machining of the full tooth profile compared
with the theoretical tooth profile. The yellow part is the undercut area, i.e.,
the uncut part. The red part is the overcut area, i.e., the part that was cut
excessively. For the convenience of observation and analysis, both the overcut
and undercut regions are expanded. Figure 15 is a graph of the results of the
full profile measurement data. The accuracy fluctuated between −0.5 mm and
+0.3 mm, with positive values indicating the amount of undercutting and neg-
ative values the overcutting.

Fig. 14. The overcut and undercut areas.
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Sampling points of the full tooth profile
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Fig. 15. Measurement results when using a flat-end cutter.

For comparison, a test of end milling of cycloidal gear using a ball-end cutter
is also carried out. Figure 16 shows the accuracy measurement results for a cy-
cloidal gear machined with a ball-end milling cutter. Here the accuracy fluctu-
ated between 0.020 mm and 0.036 mm. So, compared to the flat-end cutter, the
processing quality was significantly improved and there was almost no overcut.
The main reason for this is that the cutter wear is severe when machining with
a flat-end cutter. According to the cycloidal gear industrial precision standard
“JB/T 104919–2005”, the processing accuracy of end milling with a ball-end
milling cutter is between level 6 and level 8, with the average value being about
level 7.
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Sampling points of the full tooth profile

Fig. 16. Measurement results when using a ball-end milling cutter.
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6. Conclusion

Since the machining accuracy of cycloidal gears affects the transmission ac-
curacy, motion stability and service life of cycloidal gear speed reducers, investi-
gating the machining method of cycloidal gears is still needed. The five-axis end
milling process for cycloidal gears proposed in this paper is an attempt in this
direction. In order to improve the tooth profile accuracy and surface quality, we
have studied ways of approaching the tool path planning for end milling cycloid
gears. A curvature matching method and a minimum distance method were
proposed that can quickly and effectively check local over-cut interference and
global collision interference. These two interferences are avoided by calculating
the feasible range of cutter orientations and adjusting dips of cutter shafts. In
order to assess the machining quality, tests of end milling of cycloidal gears are
carried out using a ball-end cutter and a flat-end cutter, respectively. In this
paper, we also presented a method for measuring cycloidal gear full profile accu-
racy by using an image-measuring instrument. The measurement result shows
that the precision of the cycloidal gear machined with a ball-end cutter is be-
tween +0.02 mm and –0.036 mm, which is obviously better than that of the gear
machined with a flat-end cutter. The preliminary results show that the method
of end milling of cycloidal gears using a ball-end cutter is feasible and can meet
grinding quality industrial standards.
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